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Research Report: Poetry for Robots 

Summary:  
 
Poetry For Robots is an attempt to see if robots can understand poetic metaphor. The homepage 
of the website consists of a set of 120 pictures and people are encouraged to write their own 
poems based on them. Poetry For Robots is trying to see if when the data is accumulated, they  
can develop an algorithm that will understand poetic metaphors. For example if you search for 
stars, will you receive images of stars. The idea is to use poetry and metaphor as metadata. The 
results from the data that is being collected on the website www.poetry4robots.com will be 
collected and then displayed at WebVisions Chicago from September 23-25 2015. If the results 
from this experiment work as expected, one result is that robots will be able understand and write 
poetry.  
 
Description:  
 
Currently on the website there are 120 different images designed to inspire you to write your 
own poems. The website doesn’t give you very much information. There is an about page which 
describes the idea behind Poetry for Robots and gives you some links to articles written about the 
project. However, on the main page you are encouraged to click on any number of the images 
that inspire you and see if you can write a poem. Poetry for Robots encourages you to write a 
poem of no more then 20 words or 150 characters. The results from this experiment will be 
gathered and displayed at WebVisions Chicago to see whether it is possible for robots to 
understand and interpret poetry and metaphor. When you have submitted your poem, Poetry for 
Robots thanks you and gives you the link to WebVisions Chicago 2015. 
 

http://www.poetry4robots.com


 
 

 

 



 



 

 

 

Research Context:  
 
Poetry for Robots was created by the Imaginary Papers Blog Post and is funded by the support of 
Neologic Labs, Webvisions, and Arizona State University’s Center for Science and the 
Imagination. The idea according to the website is that currently search engines don’t understand 
data metaphorically. The Poetry for Robots website does not tell us how they are collecting their 
data. Since the website does talk about a new kind of metadata, and since they are gathering data 
from the images, it can be concluded that for each image they already have certain metadata 
which they will match to the poetic metadata that people submit. According to blogger Daniel 
Oberhaus at Vice’s Motherboard, who recently wrote and article on Poetry for Robots, “The 
team will be accepting responses throughout the summer, compiling the poetry into a large 
collection of metadata for their image database.” 
 
Evaluation of Opportunities in Poetry for Robots: 
 



There are plenty of opportunities for Poetry for Robots to change the way that we search. 
According to a Jorge Luis Borges lecture that Daniel Oberhous reported was the basis for the 
Poetry for Robots project, Borges put a lot of importance on the nearly infinite possibilities of 
metaphor in language. According to Oberhous “a favorite example of his being the metaphorical 
equivalence of ‘stars’ and ‘eyes.’” Oberhous also reports that the goal of Poetry for Robots is “to 
prove Borges’ theory correct, contributing to a paradigm shift from machine learning which is 
cold, scientific, and literal to ludic, poetic, and human.”  
 
If this experiment works, then Poetry for Robots could change the way we search. Since the 
beginnings of search engines, Search engines have tried to make the user experience more 
intuitive, but still the limitations of metadata have forced us to think about searching in a way 
that will make more sense to the search engine even if it makes less sense to us. This could 
change, and be a huge step especially as things that are more abstract such as “sadness” and 
“anger” that have a more empathetic quality currently showcase the limitations of search engine 
robots. Besides search engines, the technology that Poetry for Robots intends on developing 
could allow robots to not only understand poetry but to begin to write their own poems. This will 
enable language, especially poetry and metaphors, to develop at the same rate as technology, 
allowing us to further use technology as a virtual extension of our artistic selves. 
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